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MESSAGE FOR THE APPARITION IN THE CITY OF SANTA FE, ARGENTINA, TRANSMITTED BY
MARY, QUEEN OF UNIVERSAL PEACE TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA

Children of Mine,

For My Immaculate Heart there are no obstacles that separate Me from My children. There are no
barriers that are strong enough to prevent Me from approaching to your hearts.  The only thing that I
ask you is for you to call Me. 

If there are still doubts in your hearts regarding My presence, ask with love for Me to dissipate them
because then I will do that.  If for some reason you feel something in your hearts that separates you
from Me, only hand Me this difficulty, because great is the Power of the Creator that heals and
redeems all, that restores and reconciles all with His Most Sacred Heart.

Beloved children, in this time I place at the disposal of your souls the greatest celestial Graces and
the only thing that I ask you is to be willing to face the barriers that the mind itself places before the
heart because, in spite of not having anything external that prevents Me from approaching to your
little hearts, only you can give Me the permission to act in your lives.  And even if it is a little yes,
little by little you will surrender your beings to Me and you will see how I can take care of them and
protect them under any circumstance.  You will see how within My mantle all true needs will be
contemplated.

My children, a celestial life waits for you even while you are on Earth.  However, for this life to
arrive to the world it is necessary to not detain the steps and to not ever think that you have already
reached the goal because there is still a lot to be unveiled, there is a lot to be lived by the human
heart and it is necessary to have hearts that are willing to take one step more on the path of
consecration and of surrender to God.

Today I contemplate the need of the world and I see many of My children waiting to wake up, many
that are ready to open the eyes and the heart, but that wait for the coming of those who may be able
to show them the path.

My children, never detain yourselves.  Surrender to Me every day your little lives and allow
yourselves to dive even more profoundly into your own inner world because there are those who
wait for this one more step from those who are already on the path so that they may be able to get
out from the darkness in which they live.

For this I call you day and night with urgency, to the permanent conversion, to surrender and to
sacrifice, in order to be the example to the ignorant and the light on the path of those who are in
darkness.

My beloved ones, I count on your hearts to be the apostles of the New Time, those that surrender
their lives without conditions, without time nor space, those that seek nothing for themselves and
whose luggage is the aspiration to fulfil the plans of God.  Carry in the heart My Message and the
hope for it to touch the brother and sister souls.
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Ignite in the chest devotion and joy so that the cold hearts may feel warmed up whenever they are
before you.  May the whole life be a permanent spiritual exercise of love and charity.

Let us, dear Argentina, raise up the flag of Peace and of victory of Light, and may the Mission that I
have given to you be the opportunity of awakening the souls that are around the world, waiting to
receive a call.

Ignite the heart and activate your spirits!  Clamor for My presence and know that I want to get to
absolutely all of My children.

Do not be preoccupied with the critics nor with the judgments, and neither with the denials.  I will
arrive to each heart as soon as you get to known about My presence in the world and I will place in
all of them the seed of a new life.

I thank you for answering with joy to My last call.

Your Mother, Queen of Peace and of all of the hearts


